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VITESSE
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NEWHeinkel Trojan RHD -
Roman Blue

Heinkel Trojan RHD - Roman Blue
New tooling in 1:18th scale brings the right hand drive

three-wheeled Trojan into the Oxford series, making its

debut in a lovely summery pale blue with black masked

sunroof and lots of contrasting chrome exterior trim.

The large scale shows off all the detail to great effect too!

Registered 527 ERX, the interior boasts intricately applied

red tartan seating with grey trim, black flooring and cream

steering wheel and gear knob. 

The Heinkel Trojan started life as a microcar designed by

Heinkel Flugzeugwerke of aircraft fame in Germany under

the name Heinkel Kabine.  It was manufactured there

between 1956 and 1958 before production was

transferred under licence to Dundalk Engineering

Company in Ireland in 1958.  However, the licence was

revoked due to poor quality control shortly afterwards.

Happily, Trojan Cars Ltd in the UK gained the licence in

1960 to restart production of the car under the Trojan

200 name and manufacture continued until 1966.

With a steel unit body, the interior was accessed by an

opening front.  The Trojan featured a four speed gear box

plus a reverse gear, unlike some other bubble cars, with a

top speed of 56 mph.  The fabric sunroof, in addition to

being a great fine-weather feature, also served as an

escape hatch should the vehicle’s only door at the front

become jammed in a collision.  And - to continue the

story - look out for the Heinkel Kabine with left hand

drive which Oxford is introducing in the near future.

NEW
Tooling!

                       SCALE       PRICE
18HE001 1:18  £28.95
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1:43 SCALE

Rolls-Royce Silver Dawn/
Standard Steel - Maroon/Black
New tooling brings another post-war luxury car to the

1:43 scale Oxford Automobile series in the shape of the

Rolls-Royce Silver Dawn.  Produced at the company’s

Crewe works, it was the first Rolls-Royce to feature a

factory built body and was first offered as an export

model aimed at the American market in particular and did

not hit the home market until 1953.  During its

production period from 1949 to 1955 only 760 were

made, with a price tag of just over £4700.  With four

doors and the option of a 4-speed manual or automatic

gearbox, the full-size luxury car was a bit heavy on petrol

at 15 mpg and had an average top speed of 94mph.

For our launch model, the Silver Dawn comes in a rich

maroon and black two-tone scheme with tan interior

seating and flooring.  External trim is finished in silver

except for the wheel centre detail which takes on the

maroon body colour.  Registered KKZ 8582, the Silver

Dawn with its Rolls-Royce standard steel body

represented the difference from its Bentley counterpart

but collaboration between the two companies already

existed and they would be intertwined 

for decades. 

NEWRolls-Royce Silver Dawn/
Standard Steel - Maroon/Black
                                       SCALE       PRICE
43RSD001          1:43  £24.95

NEW
Tooling!

Land Rover Series II SWB Hard Back 
Station Wagon- Post Office Telephones
The station wagon is one of a number of variants

coming out from Oxford on the 1:43 scale Land

Rover Series II model.  Here we see it as a

short wheelbase hard back in the 

highly popular bronze green colour

scheme of Post Office Telephones.  

The colour carries through to

the interior which also features

black seating.  Silver trim to the

exterior includes the waistband,

window surrounds and bumpers.

Registered SYF 50F, the white

lettering on the doors indicates it as

coming under the jurisdiction of the

Telephone Manager in Sheffield.

NEWLand Rover Series II SWB Hard
Back - Post Office Telephones
                                       SCALE       PRICE
43LR2S003        1:43  £16.95
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Aston Martin V12 Vantage S - Volcano Red
A brand new introduction to Oxford’s 1:43 scale prestige

cars line-up is the latest from the Aston Martin Vantage

stable.  This Vantage S must represent the ultimate in

luxury sports motoring.  Superlatives include a 5.9 litre

V12 engine, a top speed of 205 mph, acceleration from 0-

60 mph in 3.70 seconds making it the fastest production

Aston Martin in history and a 7 speed automated manual

gear box which for 2017 has been further upgraded to a

7-speed Dog-leg gearbox.  

Oxford brings our dreams back to reality with a 

superbly executed example of the motor in 

fiery red with black trim, with registration plate reading

V12 VANTAGE S.  The interior features a right hand drive

option with corresponding RHD components.  The

windscreen wipers have also been configured for RHD

operation.  Seating is red/black with red door panels and

speaker housing and remaining interior detail is finished in

black/silver.  The unmistakable Aston Martin badge sits on

the front edge of the sloping bonnet.

King George V (Sandringham)
1929 Daimler
                       SCALE       PRICE
RD001     1:43  £23.95

NEW
Tooling!

Aston Martin DB4GT Zagato 
2 VEV - Jim Clark, Goodwood 1961 TT
Our second release on the Aston Martin DB4 GT Zagato

is a replica of 2 VEV as driven by Jim Clark at the

Goodwood Tourist Trophy Race on 8th August 1961.

Racing as No. 3 for the Essex Racing Team, he came

fourth, covering 107 laps.  His other great British rival,

Stirling Moss won the race in a Ferrari.  

Our metallic green Aston Martin features the racing

number 3 on the doors, the centre of the bonnet and

also on the offside rear.  Amazing that in those early days,

the cars which took part on the racetrack reverted to

their normal and much tamer road car role afterwards.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

NEWAston Martin V12 Vantage S -
Volcano Red
                                       SCALE       PRICE
AMVT001           1:43  £24.95

NEWAston Martin DB4GT Zagato 2 VEV -
Jim Clark Goodwood 1961 TT
                                               SCALE      PRICE
AMZ002                  1:43 £24.95
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1:72
SCALEAVIATION

Supermarine Seagull/Walrus MkI - 
276 Squadron, RAF. Air Sea Rescue
The Supermarine Walrus was a British single engine

amphibious biplane reconnaissance aircraft.  The aircraft

first flew on the 21st June 1933.  Operated by the Fleet

Air Arm, it also served with the Royal Air Force.

The Walrus was the first British squadron service aircraft

to incorporate a fully retractable undercarriage,

completely enclosed crew accommodation

and an all metal fuselage.  Designed for use as a

fleet spotter to be catapulted from battleships

or cruisers, the Walrus was later employed in

a variety of roles most notably as a rescue

aircraft.  A total of 740 aircraft were built

between 1936 and 1944 and its cabin

had capacity for three to four persons.

Here at Oxford, we have taken its

rescue aircraft role as the subject for the

second release. Decorated in a naval camouflage scheme

incorporating several shades of grey, the underside is

painted a matt light green and the upper wings carry a

red and blue RAF roundel.  The cabin is also moulded

green with black instrument panel.  One detail to note on

this second release is the absence of the bomb racks.

Lockheed P38J Lightning -
367th Fighter Group ‘Little

Buckeroo’ 1944
Oxford Aviation’s 1:72 scale series of

WWII aircraft introduces a further

authentic livery on the American P38J

Lightning fighter plane, as flown in 1944

by the US 367th Fighter Group.  The

Lightning entered service in 1941 and

continued in production until 1945.

Such was its success and instant

identification by its distinctive twin booms, it

was known by the German Luftwaffe as the

fork tailed devil!  The nose art on the left hand side of the fuselage

on our model shows a comic-strip Bucking Bronco kicking out the

German Swastika.  On a more sober note, alongside the nose art are

printed the names of the aircrew and the number of their victories,

including five Swastikas along the top row of ‘kills’.

Painted in all-over silver with dark green anti-glare shields, the decoration

sees the USAAF star in white out of blue on the wings and tail booms,

the military numbering on the outward facing tail fins and the number

677on the right hand side of the front fuselage.  The cockpit is moulded

dark green and a final detail sees the canopy rails finished in red with the

words No Step printed in white, giving some cautious advice to the crew.

This is another superb addition to your WWII aircraft collection.

NEWLockheed P38J Lightning - 367th
Fighter Group ‘Little Buckeroo’ 1944
                                                     SCALE        PRICE
AC081                         1:72   £16.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW
Supermarine Seagull/
Walrus MkI - 276 Sqn,
RAF. Air Sea Rescue
                          SCALE       PRICE
72SW002  1:72  £34.95
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N SCALE
Foden FG 8 Wheel Flatbed Lorry - Blue Circle Cement
The bright yellow and blue livery of Blue Circle Cement is

instantly recognizable.  Advertising their Ferrocrete product

along the side of the trailer

back, the company’s Portland

Cement logo is also printed 

on the cab doors. 

Foden FG Round Tanker - John Houston
South London based John Houston & Company’s Road

Transport business is celebrated on this detailed round

tanker decorated in dark

green with two tone light/

dark green Foden cab. 

Foden FG 8 Wheel Dropside - H E Payne
H E Payne is a favourite with collectors and our Foden FG

8 wheeler is a reminder of their longevity in the business,

conducted from their

Wyboston base.  Decorated 

in bright green with fine

yellow coachlining and print.

Foden FG Tipper - Hoveringham
Hoveringham is the subject of our latest Foden FG Tipper,

registered UVO 717.  The orange and red colour scheme has

contrasting black printing

along the tipper sides and

their famous mammoth logo

features on the cab doors.

Foden FG Dray - Fremlins
Our very detailed Foden FG Dray is decorated in the black

and red livery of Fremlins Traditional Beers and Ales,

complete with their elephant

logo which is printed on both

sides of the distinctive Foden

radiator grille.  

Foden FG Oval Tanker - Isherwoods
We are reminded of great days gone by with this colourful

‘Super’ Petrol Tanker as operated by Isherwood’s Petrol Co.

Ltd of Eccles in Lancashire.

Registered LBA 353, the

model comes in a bright blue

with yellow and red graphics. 

NEWFoden FG 8 Wheel
Flatbed - Blue Circle
                           SCALE       PRICE
NFG007     1:148  £5.95

NEWFoden FG Round Tanker -
John Houston
                           SCALE       PRICE
NFG008     1:148  £5.95

NEWFoden FG 8 Wheel
Dropside - H E Payne
                           SCALE       PRICE
NFG009     1:148  £5.95

NEWFoden FG Tipper -
Hoveringham
                           SCALE       PRICE
NFG010     1:148  £5.95

NEWFoden FG Dray - 
Fremlins
                           SCALE       PRICE
NFG011     1:148  £5.95

NEWFoden FG Oval Tanker -
Isherwoods
                           SCALE       PRICE
NFG012     1:148  £5.95

Blackpool Tram
                           SCALE       PRICE
NTR003     1:148  £6.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

BMW 2002 - Golf Yellow
Only the second release of our classic

BMW from the 1960s and 1970s, its bright

yellow colour scheme with contrasting

sliver trim will brighten up your Oxford

saloon car shelf.  Registered FEL 668L

from 1973, it comes with black interior.

Note the detailed BMW badge on the

bonnet above the distinctive BMW black

and silver radiator, too.

Jaguar XJ - Ultimate Black
Oxford’s 1:76 replica of the luxury XJ saloon is

based on the 2013 specification of the real thing,

even down to the new style headlights and ‘cat’s

claws’ tail-lights.  For its fifth Oxford outing, it

comes registered PK64 YPX in gleaming black

with contrasting silver trim and equally 

luxurious off white seating.  Definitely one for

the grown-ups!

VW Bay Window Van - Light Grey
The VW Van came with many variations and

our latest introduction comprises a plain

grey solid bodied van registered SXE 358G

from 1968/69 which could be used for

whatever you fancy.  The signature VW bay

window, side and rear windows are masked

black, while remaining trim is finished in

silver, including the VW

badge on the flat front.

White bumpers and wheel

rims complete the detail.

NEWVW Bay Window Van - 
Light Grey
                              SCALE      PRICE
76VW026     1:76  £5.45

NEWBMW 2002 - Golf Yellow
                              SCALE      PRICE
76BM02002 1:76  £5.75

NEWJaguar XJ - Ultimate Black
                              SCALE      PRICE
76XJ005      1:76  £5.45

Volvo 760 - Gold Metallic
New tooling in Oxford’s 1:76 scale unveils the

Volvo 760 GLE from the early 1980s.  Volvo

launched the 700 series in 1982 as a mid-sized

luxury four door saloon, designed by their

head designer Jan Wilsgaard.  The 760

followed two years later and featured

several upmarket features.  Drivers

reported that it was one of the best

handling and fastest accelerating cars

they had driven, reaching 0-60 mph in

under eight seconds.  Production ended in 1992.

Our model dates from 1986-7, registered D263 OVM and

is decorated in a warm metallic gold colour scheme with

black interior.  Exterior trim is silver with black bumpers.

The 760 GLE marque is printed in silver.  In real life, the

760 was a great favourite with European police forces,

particularly in Scandinavia.  Even East German leader

Erich Honecker had one!

NEWVolvo 760 - Gold Metallic
                              SCALE      PRICE
76VO001      1:76  £5.75

NEW
Tooling!
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NEW
Tooling!

Volvo P1800 - Black
This classic Volvo sports from the 1960s

makes its third appearance in dramatic black

with black interior and lots of contrasting

chromework to the exterior bodywork. It is

registered CJN 841C from 1965 when appeal

for this eye-catching sports coupé caused

quite a stir within traditional Volvo circles -

and it still draws attention to this day.

NEWAston Martin V12 
Vantage S - Volcano Red
                              SCALE      PRICE
76AMVT001  1:76  £5.75

NEWLotus Elan - Red/Silver
                       SCALE      PRICE
76LE003  1:76  £5.25

NEWVolvo P1800 - Black
                       SCALE      PRICE
76VP003  1:76  £5.45

Rover SD1 3500 Vitesse - Targa Red
We are delighted to launch the first release of 

the 1:76 scale Rover SD1, representing another

British car from the 1970s-1980s.  Modelled as the

3500 Vitesse, we’ve chosen a bright red livery

highlighted with black masking and

registered C245 YVC from 1985-1986,

which represented in real life the last

year of manufacture.  The interior of

our model is grey while on the

exterior, the Vitesse lettering is printed in

red on both rear passenger doors beneath the

black masked side panels.

The Rover SD1 (Special Division 1) was the code 

name of this series of executive cars produced by British

Leyland and was also the first car designed by the design

team headed by David Bache and Spen King.  The 3500

Vitesse, the subject of our model, proved one of the most

successful of the series, being used as a road car, motor

sport racing car as well as being a favourite of the Police.

However, it was not sufficient to save the company from

subsequent absorption under British Leyland. 

Lotus Elan - Red/Silver
Already part of Oxford’s 1:43 series, the latest

release on the 1:76 scale version is also now

available in the bright red and silver colour

scheme.  All the detail of its larger counterpart

is there, including the interior black seating,

beige floor and black steering wheel/dashboard.

Note too, the later alloy wheel hub option of

the original.  Registered NCE 377M, our model

dates from 1973 which was the last year of

manufacture by Lotus Cars.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Aston Martin V12 Vantage S - Volcano Red
You will have read in this issue of The Globe of

our newly tooled 1:43 scale model of the latest

Aston Martin V12 Vantage S to emerge from

their Gaydon assembly works.  And now,

especially for 1:76 scale enthusiasts, we have

tooled up the luxurious coupé for you too.  

We launch it here in exactly the same detail 

and colour as its larger 1:43 scale counterpart,

so we leave you to choose which appeals to

your collecting habit.  Either way, you hold high-

end luxury and opulence in your hand!

NEWRover SD1 3500 Vitesse -
Targa Red
                              SCALE      PRICE
76SDV001    1:76  £5.45

NEW
Tooling!
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COCA COLA

3 Piece VW Set - Coca Cola
Our three piece 1:76 scale Coca Cola liveried vehicle set brings

together the VW Beetle (76VWB009CC) and the Volkswagen Bay

Window Bus (76VW030CC) also reviewed in this issue, plus a

brightly Coca Cola liveried example of a VW T25 Transporter

which appears with a red body and catchy graphics on the sides and

the back.  ‘Have a Coke and a Smile’ and ‘Coke Is It’ they read in eye-

catching white print.  Minimal silver masking to the exterior completes the look of

the T25 which is registered CO14 1981.  This set is also worthy of some early

Christmas shopping if you can hide it that long!

New Routemaster - London United/Coca Cola
Our N scale model of the new Routemaster as

used by London United is seen here resplendent in

the signature red and white Coca Cola livery.

Registered LTZ 1148, it is certainly eye-catching on

its route Kings Cross 10 bus route.  The white roof

has its numbered identity LUB LT148 printed in

black while the destination boards carry the Coca

Cola strapline Open Happiness.  Positively fizzing! 

NEWFord Transit LWB High - 
Coca Cola Xmas
                              SCALE      PRICE
76FT030CC   1:76  £5.45

NEW3 Piece VW Set - Coca Cola
                              SCALE      PRICE
76SET60CC   1:76 £16.45

Ford Transit LWB High - Coca Cola Xmas
As we are enjoying the current warm UK

summer sunshine, our latest long wheelbase

Ford Transit with high roof, registered CC14

OLA, appears with some frosty winter

sparkle and a bright Coca Cola livery,

reminding us of Christmas already!

Decorated in Coca Cola’s red and white

colour scheme with a completely black

interior, snowflakes abound on the sides and

the back along with the company’s

corporate logos.  The graphics across the

back read ‘Open Happiness’.  For Coca Cola

model enthusiasts, this is one seasonal gift

definitely sorted!

NEW
SET!

NEWNew Routemaster -
London United/Coca Cola
                             SCALE       PRICE
NNR004CC 1:148  £8.75
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Albion Victor Box Van - Coca Cola
The Albion name goes back to 1899 and lasted 

through several mergers before the marque became

completely defunct in 1980.  The original company

Albion Motor Car Company Ltd was founded by

Thomas Blackwood Murray and Norman Osborne

Fulton in 1899, joined soon after by John F

Henderson.  At that time they had only 

seven employees but in 1903 the company

moved to new premises in Scotstoun in

Glasgow.  Albion made motor cars initially,

then progressed to commercial vehicles

including 3-ton trucks for World War I

and then after the conflict, manufacture

expanded to buses.  Famous for their

commercial vehicle production, the

company gave names to their fleet, 

mostly beginning with V, hence the Victor

and all sporting the Albion badge comprising

the rising sun above the wavy horizon.  Oxford have

chosen a bright Coca Cola livery in their characteristic

bright and red with eye-catching decoration to the sides

and rear of the truck to launch the new model, which will

please collectors of the famous US drinks brand. 

Volkswagen Beetle - Coca Cola
This is a great fun rendition of the iconic CW

Beetle making its latest entrance in the bright

red and white signature Coca Cola colours,

with bright red body and white wheel arches

and trim.  Registered CC 1300, the interior

also takes on the corporate look with red

seats, doorpanels, dashboard and white

steering wheel.  A final detail sees the 

running boards masked black and the oval

rear lights finished in a dark tinted red in

contrast to the body.

NEWVolkswagen Bay Window
Bus - Coca Cola
                              SCALE      PRICE
76VW030CC 1:76  £5.45

NEWAlbion Victor Box Van -
Coca Cola
                                 SCALE      PRICE
76ALB001CC  1:76  £10.95

NEWVolkswagen Beetle - Coca Cola
                                        SCALE      PRICE
76VWB009CC     1:76  £5.25

NEW
Tooling!

Volkswagen Bay Window Bus - Coca Cola
Here is the VW Bay Window Bus variation

we mentioned earlier!  It comes resplendent

in two-tone red and white Coca Cola livery,

even down to the decorated surf boards on

the roof which also carry the famous US

drinks company graphics.  High on detail, 

we love the intricately printed Coke six-

bottle pack on the van sides, even down to

the green bottlenecks!  Registered TYP2

OKE, the model also features a light brown

‘wooden’ roof rack for the two white

surfboards.  The interior is finished in beige,

just awaiting its thirsty and energetic surf

enthusiasts to pile in with all their gear!  
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1:76 SCALE
Land Rover Series II SWB Hard Back - Royal Mail
Land Rover and Royal Mail model collectors have already

been treated to this great little Series II Land Rover

model in 1:43 scale and we are delighted to introduce 

the newly tooled 1:76 version.

Registered 44 BLE, the emblem on the passenger door

indicates that the vehicle operates as No 64031 from 

The Post Office Lairg in the north of Scotland.  Note that

there is no spare wheel on the bonnet on this release.

The Land Rover radiator grille is silver on a matt black

mask and includes the Land Rover badge, which also

features on the back of the vehicle.  The bumpers and

other external trim details are finished in silver.

The Land Rover Series II was launched in 1958 and came

with a number of variants used in both rural and urban

life, including 2-door or 4-door option; petrol or diesel;

and long or short wheel base.  

The Series II was the first vehicle to use the well-known

2.25 litre petrol engine, which produced 72 hp and was

closely related to the 2.0 litre diesel unit still in use today. 

Ford Transit Mk5 LWB High - Scotrail
Representing the Ford Transit, here’s the long wheelbase high

roofed version in an up to the minute railway livery, especially

for our 00 gauge railway enthusiasts.  The equally modern

Scotrail dark blue and white colour scheme incorporates a

play on the Scottish Saltire for the graphics on the sides

of the van, which is registered SP61 WVO.  This ultra

modern small commercial van will complement any

contemporary lineside activity very nicely. 

Ford Transit Mk1 - Marley
Representing the very first of the Ford Transit small

commercial vans introduced in 1965, our latest MkI

release is decorated in the familiar red Marley colour

scheme of the era with black and white graphics.

Registered JKM 151E from 1967, this little van recalls

the famous floor tile company, whose products

graced the floors of many of us during that period.

Field Marshall Tractor - Red
Our Field Marshall tractor is based on the model produced by the

Lincolnshire based company post 1945 and represents a much

improved tractor over its 1930s predecessor.  It comes in a bright

red colour scheme with contrasting black and silver trim.

Patriotically flying the red, white and blue Union Flag

on each side of the engine cowling, 

the famous Field Marshall trademark is printed on

the nearside in grey, together with Diesel lettering.  

NEWField Marshall Tractor - Red
                                  SCALE      PRICE
76FMT003      1:76  £5.45

NEWFord Transit Mk1 - Marley
                              SCALE      PRICE
76FT1006    1:76  £5.45

NEW
Tooling!

NEWLand Rover Series II SWB
Hard Back - Royal Mail
                              SCALE      PRICE
76LR2S001  1:76  £5.75

NEWFord Transit Mk5 LWB
High - Scotrail
                       SCALE      PRICE
76FT028  1:76  £5.75
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Volvo FH4 (G) Curtainside - Knowles Transport
Oxford’s Volvo FH4 tooling provided for two cab variants,

the G and GXL.  For its third release, we’ve taken the G

version pulling a curtainside trailer in the well-known

Knowles Transport livery.  Decorated in their corporate

orange, black and white colour scheme with a silver roof,

the truck is registered AE64 DJJ.  Additional finite details

include orange mirror covers and orange front grille trim,

while the cab interior of this superior modern vehicle is

moulded black.

1:76 SCALE

Scammell Pioneer -Whiteleggs 
                         SCALE      PRICE
76SP012   1:76 £11.95

NEWVolvo FH4 (G) Curtainside -
Knowles Transport
                              SCALE       PRICE
76VOL4003  1:76  £25.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton 
SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Massey Ferguson 135 - Red
                        SCALE      PRICE
76MF001 1:76  £5.25

Bedford CA Milk Float - Co-op 
                        SCALE      PRICE
76CA023  1:76  £4.95
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1:76
SCALEMILITARY

NEW
Tooling!

Humber Snipe Tourer - ‘Old Faithful’, 
General Montgomery, Italy 1943’
The original Humber Snipe was a four door

luxury saloon introduced by the British car

manufacturer Humber in 1930.  During

the war years, production of the

Snipe for civilian use ceased but

the Snipe was used extensively as

a military staff car through many

areas of conflict. 

Our newly tooled  four-door open

Tourer version of the Snipe was

produced in 1941 and used in Italy in 1942 by General

Montgomery, who had his own personal chauffeur to

transport him during his Command of the British Eighth Army in North

Africa, Sicily and Italy.  Familiarly known as ‘Old Faithful’ the car featured

a 3498 cc six cylinder engine and with a top speed of between 65 and

72 mph.  The coachwork had been the work of Thrupp &  Maberly.

The model appears with its green beige hood down, decorated in a pale

cream and olive green drab camouflage.  The RAF roundel is printed on

the top of the bonnet and the bumper is particular to this release.  

You can see the real thing in the Imperial War Museum in London.

NEW
Tooling!

NEWHumber Snipe Tourer - ‘Old
Faithful’, Gen. Montgomery
                                SCALE      PRICE
76HST001      1:76  £6.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Land Rover S1 88" - REME
                                    SCALE     PRICE
76LAN188020  1:76  £5.45

NEWChurchill Tank MkIII -
Kingforce ‘Major King’
                                SCALE      PRICE
76CHT001      1:76 £12.95

Churchill Tank MkIII - Kingforce ‘Major King’
A great new addition to the Oxford Military series is the

World War II Churchill tank MkIII, which entered service

in late 1942.  Named after the great statesman himself,

the Churchill was an infantry tank designed by Harland

and Wolff and manufactured in the early stages by

Vauxhall Motors.  Between 1941 and 1944  around 7368

had been produced across all types, 675 of which were

Churchill MkIII. 

The crew comprised five members, commander, gunner,

loader/radio operator, driver and co-driver/hull gunner.

The operational range was 56 miles and the tank had a

speed of 15 mph.  Armaments for the 1-VI variants

comprised a 102mm hull front, 89mm hull side, 51mm hull

rear, 89mm turret front and 76 mm turret side and rear.

In addition, the Mk III was fitted with a QF (quick firing)

6 pounder gun, particular for its detachment to North

Africa in October 1942.

Under the detachment named Kingforce, six Mk III

Churchills armed with the 6 pounder saw action in the

Second Battle of El Alamein where they supported the

attack of 7th Motor Brigade. Despite being under

continual bombardment by the enemy, only one was

knocked out when it partially caught fire.  

Our model is based on Major King, one of the tanks

deployed at El Alamein and appears in brown/beige desert

camouflage with grey tracks, cables, suspension, tools and

machine guns.  The military lettering appears in white. 
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1:76 SCALE

NEW
Tooling!

1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover 1/2 Ton Lightweight - RAF (Red Arrows)
For our third release on the Land Rover ½ ton

Lightweight, we remain on a military theme, this time

the RAF and their world-famous Red Arrows Aerobatic

Team.  Although the only graphics on the vehicle read

Royal Air Force, the Team’s distinctive signature

red and white colour scheme is sufficient

identity! Another giveaway is the Royal Air

Force Scampton crest on the doors, which is

the base for the Red Arrows team who are

also full-time RAF pilots.  Registered 05 KD 08,

note the addition of a tow-hook on the rear

bumper, a roof beacon on the hard top of this 

model, as well as the spare wheel on the bonnet.

Land Rover FC Ambulance - Gulf War
Operation Granby 1991
Within its military remit, the Land Rover FC also

served as an ambulance.  Decorated in a sandy

beige and featuring its Red Cross status on the

cabin doors and on the roof, the model has been

modified as a right hand drive vehicle.  Note that

the roof on this miniature is solid rather than

having a canvas back.  Registered 74 GJ 84, 

it represents an ambulance that took part in 

the Gulf War in 1991 under Operation Granby,

the name given to the

British military operations

during the conflict. 

Land Rover FC GS 1975 Trans Sahara Expedition
Another brand new Land Rover makes an entrance this

time in a completely different format.  The Forward

Control or Land Rover 101FC was produced

exclusively for the British Army as a gun tractor and

was never made available as a civilian vehicle.

Developed in the mid 1960s, production took place

between1972 and 1975.

For its first adventure, our 1:76 scale Land Rover

forward control is decorated as used by the

expedition members of the Trans-Sahara expedition in

1975 under the leadership of explorer Tom Sheppard,

then still serving as a squadron leader in the RAF.  

Painted in dark green with a lighter green canvas back and lots

of contrasting external silver trim, the vehicle features their west to

east route across Africa on the two cabin doors printed in white, 

as well as a patriotic Union Flag to the 

side of the radiator grille. 

NEWLand Rover Lightweight -
RAF (Red Arrows)
                                SCALE      PRICE
43LRL003      1:43 £16.95

NEWLand Rover FC GS 1975
Trans Sahara Expedition
                                SCALE      PRICE
76LRFCG001  1:76  £9.95

NEWLand Rover FC GS 1975
Trans Sahara Expedition
                                SCALE      PRICE
76LRFCA001  1:76  £9.95

NEW
Tooling!
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Morris Traveller - 
Old English White
                             SCALE     PRICE
76MMT001  1:76  £5.25

Morris Traveller - 
Maroon
                             SCALE     PRICE
76MMT003  1:76  £5.45

Triple Morris Minor Set
                          SCALE      PRICE
76SET07B  1:76  £15.95

Morris Convertible 
Open - Black/Grey
                             SCALE     PRICE
76MMC002 1:76  £5.45

Morris Convertible -
Trafalgar Blue/Pearl Grey
                             SCALE     PRICE
76MMC004 1:76  £5.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

1:18 SCALE
Messerschmitt KR200 - Polar White
Our fifth release on the Messerschmitt three

wheel ‘bubble car’ comes with the soft top option

as opposed to the hard top clear version with

which we launched the model.  Here we see

it in white with contrasting black ‘canvas’

roof and lots of silver trim.  Registered 784

DYD, the interior features red seats, 

a maroon floor and silver trim to the

dashboard, gear stick and steering

wheel.  Given the limited space

in the car, the chrome luggage

rack on this release, positioned

on the external rearside would

have been a useful option!

Produced between1955 and 1964,

the German factory produced over

40,000 of these little cars, affectionately

nicknamed ‘Schmitt’.  They were a far cry from

the wartime aircraft for which Messerschmitt

were so renowned!

NEWMesserschmitt KR200 -
Polar White
                                SCALE      PRICE
18MBC005    1:18 £28.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Weymann Fanfare (AEC) - Greenslades
Here at Oxford we tooled up our

Weymann Fanfare with a two

body option - Leyland and

AEC.  Here it comes as an

AEC in the popular bright

green and rich cream livery

of Devon based Greenslades

Tours, registered ROD 749.

From their HQ in Exeter,

Greenslades drove their

tourist passengers

throughout Britain and

internationally.  Our version

is on its way to Plymouth as

the Royal Blue Service according to 

its front destination boards and it comes

with appropriately royal blue interior

seating for its 37 passengers. 

NEWScania Irizar i6 - 
Translink Goldline
                                SCALE      PRICE
76IR6001      1:76 £23.95

NEWWeymann Fanfare (AEC) -
Greenslades
                                SCALE      PRICE
76WFA005     1:76 £18.75

Scania Irizar i6 - Translink Goldline
Another superb up to the minute luxury coach joins the

Oxford 1:76 scale fleet in the shape of the Irizar i6.  It is

described by the company themselves as a high-end coach

suitable for commuter and touring services, at the same

time boasting VIP specifications as standard.  Outstanding

features include its design, aerodynamics, attention to

detail and absolute comfort.  

The coach is highly popular with all top coach operators

who are able to configure the coach and other equipment

specification options according to their needs.  The load

and weight distribution provides greater driving stability,

which together with a more spacious driving position

with integrated dashboard screens for all the driver’s 

functions, makes it a favourite with drivers.  Passengers

also benefit from superb seating and coach interior finish,

as well as a long list of on-board entertainment, Wi-Fi

systems, iPad connections, monitors integrated into the

seats, individual audio, navigation and surveillance systems

and a number of catering options. 

For our first release, the Irizar i6 is decorated in the

highly attractive blue, gold and white colour scheme of

Translink Goldline, travelling as the Belfast Express X1/X2

from Belfast to Dublin.  Registered LFZ 8051, the interior

seating, floor and dashboard are moulded in a dark grey.

The exterior features a wealth of both silver and black

trim rounding off a superbly detailed coach. 
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TeL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

OR76MW7029  1:76 - £29.95

7 Plank Wagon Set-Fear Bros 87- 
Leamington 14 - Welford 38 Weathered

OR76AR007  1:76 - £105.45

Adams Southern Late Sunshine
Lettering 3520

OR76AR007XS  1:76 - £199.95

Adams Southern Late Sunshine
Lettering 3520 DCC Sound

OR76CAR002  1:76 - £29.95

Carflat BR Fade/Worn

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76CK7002  
1:76 - £10.95

Coke wagon 7 plank
Coalite 552 with 

2 coke rails

OR76MW7027  
1:76 - £10.95

Milner Thomas & Co
London No1000 - 

7 plank

OR76MW7026  
1:76 - £10.95

Jas McKelvie 
London No2082 - 

7 plank

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL! NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!
NEW MODEL!
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